
ULTRA DESIGN STUDIO

What’s Your 
 Signature Style?
Distinguished? Contemporary?
...or just uniquely you?

www.ultrafence.com

Homes • Pools • Backyards

Signature | UltraMAX | ADA Compliant
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Railing



Signature Railing with Tempered Glass Insert is a great 
way to provide safety without obstructing a beautiful view.

Aluminum  
Hand Railing
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UAR-200-3R

UAR-200-2R Signature
Railing with Signature

Columns and Franklin Top
UAR-250-3RS Signature Railing  

with Post to Post Franklin Top

You have a beautiful porch, deck, balcony, 

walkway or staircase. You want a strong yet 

attractive railing system to go with it. One that is 

sturdy and dependable; one that has passed building 

code for safety on multi-story buildings. One that offers 

several options for style and color. One railing system 

that has it all; a distinguished, distinctive, “signature” 

railing system. Signature Railing, from Ultra.

Signature’s two-piece hand rail design provides 

exceptional strength where you need it most. 

This top rail provides a secure hand grip, and 

completely covers all the stainless-steel fasteners 

inside for a sleek, unblemished look. Signature rails 

have an innovative fluted shape and design, for an 

heirloom-quality appearance. Signature’s pickets 

are 3⁄4" square. 

Signature Railing is available in two configurations: 

Post to Post, in which a special rail end is used to 

attach the panel to the post; or Continuous Top, which 

creates a sleek, continuous rail from end to end, for 

an uninterrupted look.

Signature offers four hand rail profiles and four style 

options; something to fit all types of architecture and 

landscaping. 
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All railing sections come in standard  
36" and 42" heights, with 6' and 8' widths. 

Shorter panels can be provided from the factory  
or field-trimmed to meet exact measurements on-site. 

Assembled Post-To-Post
Strong enough to meet or exceed  
all building codes for railings
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Colors shown represent an approximate comparison and may vary slightly from actual product color. 

Assembled Post-To-Post
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Design Options

Railing Profiles

Colors



Continuous
Railing Stronger by Design

The Signature Railing system  
utilizes a two-piece design that 

withstands considerably more lateral force  
than code requires. The outer rail completely  

covers all the stainless-steel fasteners for a sleek look. 
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We use only the strongest aluminum 

alloys, and incorporate substantially 

more aluminum in all our rails than 

most of our competitors. All the 

components of our Railing System 

are individually designed and factory 

assembled with stainless-steel 

fasteners to ensure structural integrity. 

The entire assembly is protected 

with our Powercoat™ finish, a durable 

coating that is typically twice as thick 

as other types of paints. 

Continuous Railing
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Design Options

All components of your railing are color-matched.
All colors are applied with a special Powercoat™ finish to 
resist harsh weather and heat. Custom colors are available 
with a modest upcharge. 

Colors shown represent an approximate comparison and may vary slightly from actual product color. 
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Railing Profiles

UAR-200-2R Signature Railing with Square Baluster and Madison Top

Our Signature double-wall rail design 
adds strength with 8 internal ribs, and 
conceals the fasteners underneath. 

Continuous Railing
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A safer, low-maintenance Ultra® lifestyle now comes in a kit. 
Ultra Max features our elegant Franklin handrail profile and 3/4" square baluster. They work well together to form 

an architecturally-appealing look and feel that will enhance your home and landscaping design. Ultra Max is 

easy to install, with Quick-Start installation instructions.

UMX-F200 2R Ultra Max Railing in Textured Bronze

Ultra Max is available in  
4 textured colors that can 
be mixed and matched.
All colors are applied with a 
special Powercoat™ finish to 
resist harsh weather and heat. 

Colors shown represent an approximate comparison 

and may vary slightly from actual product color. 
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UMX-F200 3R  
Three Rail

UMX-F200 2R 
Two Rail

Ultra Max offers an elegant handrail profile 
and classic baluster configurations.  
Ultra Max Aluminum Railing products are guaranteed  
for life against defects in workmanship and/or materials.  
The Powercoat™ finish on all fencing and railing by  
Ultra Aluminum is guaranteed for life against cracking,  
peeling or chipping. Visit our website for more information 
and a copy of the warranty.

Maximum Versatility
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Why Ultra Max?

It’s Simple.
Our XACTemplate™  
precisely guides you to 
simply screw brackets into 
place and drop your railing 
into the brackets. 

It’s Strong.
Our Ultrum™ 2X-TRUSION 
6005-T5 alloy tests at a  
minimum 1,000 lbs. load on  
an 8’ section.

It’s Versatile.
A variety of customization 
options are available—with 
Deck-Over-Rail and Mix & 
Match hand rail and  
baluster color options for a 
highly personalized design.

Our Stair-Hinge Connectors allow you to 
specify stair railing without the cost and 
confusion of custom construction. 
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UMX-F200 2R Ultra Max Railing in Textured White

Components Residential or Commercial

Square Baluster 3/4" Square x .055" Wall Thickness

Bottom Rail  1-3/8" x 1-3/8" Nominal x .080" Wall Thickness

Boss Screw Post 2-1/2" x 2-1/2" x .100" Thickness, 3" x 3" x .125" Thickness

Spacing Between Balusters 3-5/8"

Post to Post Spacing 4' section: 48-1/4", 6' section: 70-1/2", 8' section: 97-1/4"

Heights Available 36" and 42"U
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Simple installation is the key design element to the new Ultra Max Railing 
System. Our XACTemplate consistently locates all brackets on the posts. 
Simply screw brackets into place and drop your railing into the brackets.

New 2-Piece Brackets and XACTemplate™

Balusters
Square balusters, ¾" wide, come standard with Ultra Max 
railing. They are engineered to fit snugly in both the top and 
bottom rails with our In-Rail Connectors™. 

Ultra Max Railing
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Ultra Railing Gates 

Perfect for walkways and entrances
Ultra Railing has designed their gates to be as strong 

and as functional as their railing systems. Ultra gates are 

made to tight specifications, with stainless-steel fasteners 

securing each baluster to the rails, and welds at all the 

connection points. Our walk gates make ideal entryways 

to front and back yards, sidewalks and pools.
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36" (3 ft.) High Aluminum 
Hand Rail Gates   
34" panel height, 2" sweep,  
(Hardware Sold Separately)

WALK GATES 
Standard 3 5/8" Picket Spacing, 
available in 36", 42", 48" and  
60" Widths

Style 
UAR-200-2R 
UAR-200-3R 
UAR-220-3R
UAR-250-3RS
UAR-270-3R 

Style
UAR-200-2R 
UAR-200-3R
UAR-220-3R
UAR-250-3RS 
UAR-270-3R

42" (3 1/2 ft.) High  
Aluminum Hand Rail Gates   
40" panel height, 2" sweep,  
(Hardware Sold Separately)

WALK GATES  
Standard 3 5/8" Picket Spacing, 
available in 36", 42", 48" and  
60" Widths

D&D LokkLatch

D& D LokkLatch 
Deluxe with EAK

Standard Hinge 

D&D MagnaLatch

D&D TruClose Hinge

Hinges  Item Number

Standard Hinge  HHW-20H  
(aluminum hinge) 

D&D TRUClose  HD-HT1L 
(Adjustable Self-Closing)* 

Gate Latches  Item Number
D&D Lokk Latch  HD-LLAA

D&D LokkLatch HD-LLDK 
Deluxe w/EAK
D&D MagnaLatch* HD-MLT2

Paint Item Number
12 oz. Spray Can HP-XX

(*Pool Code Approved)

Colors shown represent an approximate comparison and may vary slightly from actual product color. 
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Balusters
Square Balusters, ¾” wide, come standard with Ultra Railing.

Design Options
Ultra Railing gates are designed to match your  
railing system perfectly—balusters, rails and posts.

Colors
Ultra Max Railing, Gates and Accessories are available in four 
classic textured finish colors. They are all applied with a special 
Powercoat™ finish to resist harsh weather and heat.

Latches and Hinges
We've partnered with the most  
innovative manufacturers for  
gate latches and hinges, to add  
safety and functionality to your  
railing installation. 

Paint-12 oz. 
Spray Can
We provide touch up  
paint to match the  
powder-coated surface. 
Ask your Ultra Railing 
Dealer for details. 

Gates



Ultra ADA Compliant  
Hand Rail Systems
Works well with Ultra Signature and Ultra Max Railing
Ultra ADA is a modular handrail system designed to meet the railing requirements 

for the Americans with Disabilities Act. This system is sold in component form to 

be assembled on site, and therefore does not require a welder or detailed design 

drawings. Materials are all aluminum and will not rust.

Ultra designs their ADA railing to seamlessly blend with all their railing designs, 

offering an extra level of safety, strength and accessibility for any deck or porch.

Made with a high-quality powder-coated finish that is AAMA-2604 compliant, our 

components resist fading, chipping and corrosion. Brackets include fasteners 

for aluminum post installations. Aluminum rings hide railing seams for a smooth 

transition between components, and aluminum end caps conceal open rail ends. 

The Ultra ADA railing system can be installed on-site without any special tools, 
and allows for a continuous secondary handrail on most any stair, rail or ramp. 

Grab Rail Bracket

90 Degree Wall Bracket

Connector Ring

"P" Loop

Joiner Insert

2-Pc Swivel Joiner
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Column Wrap
Flange CoverWedge ShimCap

Base and InsertCap and Insert

Add special interest to your porch or deck with our 6"x 6" and 8" x 8" Newell Posts and Columns—in colors to match your railing. 

Ultra Caps, Accessories, and Illumination. 

New Firefly™ is an integrated low-voltage LED lighting system that is designed to provide a soft glow to your paths from under 
your Ultra Max™ railing post caps. We've made it easy to add light and excitement to your new railing system with a complete 
kit and easy to follow instructions. 

It’s time to shine with Firefly™ Illumination.

Our D-O-R Bracket allows you to  
incorporate your decking into a  
beverage-friendly design statement. 
Customize your railing with an Ultra Max  

Deck-Over-Rail for a convenient, color coordinated 

drink ledge for your porch or deck. A special  

D-O-R Bracket Kit is available from your dealer. 

Our Ready-To-Build aluminum arbor can be  
an architecturally-appealing, long-lasting  
addition to your garden or backyard. 
 
Ultra Aluminum Low Maintenance Garden  
Arbors are made in America out of strong  
aluminum alloys, with advanced powder  
coating that is twice as hard as typical baked 
enamel finishes. They are engineered to be  
easy to install, and designed to last for years 
and years of lasting beauty without the worry  
of ongoing maintenance. 

• All Aluminum Components
• Never Needs Painting
• Won't Rust, Rot, Crack or Peel
• Easy to Install

Ultra Aluminum Arbor
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FireFly™ Illumination Cap 

Accessories

15Eclipse Privacy System with Madison Railing and 8" Ultra Column Wraps with in Textured Bronze

Eclipse aluminum 
privacy panels  
feature strength 
and durability that 
you just can't  
get from a vinyl  
or wood. It's ideal 
for commercial  
or industrial  
applications. 



ULTRAFENCE.COM 
800.656.4420

f e n c i n g   r a i l i n g

homes   pools   backyard enclosures

Ultra is proud to use recycled aluminum in our products. Aluminum  
is the most commonly recycled metal in the world. Our powder  
coating process is environmentally friendly and virtually pollution-free. 

Ultra Railing has always been manufactured and 
assembled in the USA; one of a select few aluminum 
railing manufacturers who can make that claim.

Environmentally Responsible

Ultra Lifetime Warranty
Ultra Aluminum fence and railing products 
are guaranteed for life against defects in 
workmanship and/or materials. The Powercoat™ 

finish on all fencing and railing by Ultra Aluminum is unconditionally guaranteed for life 
against cracking, peeling or chipping. Visit our website for more information and a 
copy of the warranty.

The Ultra Aluminum Fencing and Railing 

Design Studio makes it easy to visualize 

the dramatic difference Ultra ornamental 

fencing and railing can make to your 

home. Choose from our wide selection of 

styles, select a front or back yard setting, 

then accessorize with colors, post caps, 

picket tops and other designer accents.

Design like a Pro with  
Ultra’s online Design Studio

www.ultrafence.com/designstudio.html

Ultra Railing is ICC (International Commercial Code) compliant—strong enough to 
meet or exceed all building codes for railings. The Signature Railing system utilizes a 
two-piece design that withstands considerably more lateral force than code requires. 
The outer rail provides a secure hand grip, and completely covers all stainless-steel 
fasteners for a sleek, hidden-fastened look. All railing panels are available in standard 
6' and 8' widths. Shorter panels can be provided from the factory, or field trimmed to 
meet exact measurements on-site. 

Ultra's line of low maintenance, 
high-quality ornamental 
aluminum picket fencing is 
color-matched to Ultra railing 
for a coordinated look from 
perimeter to porch. Ultra 
Aluminum Fence is a great 
alternative to wrought-iron 
fence, pvc fencing, or wood 
picket fencing. 


